Datacube video controller gives 20/20 vision to computers with special needs.

When it comes to video acquisition and display, this subsystem is as versatile as they come. The VG-123 is designed to handle even the most demanding applications...in a far more cost effective manner than any custom-made board imaginable.

And the VG-123 delivers high resolution digitized video for computer access and/or computer driven broadcast-quality graphics display.

Features include high spatial resolution—768H x 512V x 8, alphanumeric overlay plane, individual pixel plane protect, pan, zoom, scroll, black and white or color images stabilized by an advanced phase-locked loop. Plus full computer access to display memory for analysis, enhancement or remote transmission.

If you have a special video processing problem, chances are the VG-123 can handle it. Call or write for full details. Datacube Incorporated, 4 Dearborn Road, Peabody, MA 01960, Tel: (617) 535-6644.
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